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STABILITY OF A SET OF PROCESSES WITH AFTEREFFECT* 

T. K. SIRAZETDINOV 

Axiomatic description of processes with aftereffect is introduced for systems with 
distributed parameters. Concepts of stability of a set or pipe of processes with 
aftereffect are defined, and the necessary and sufficient conditions of stability 
and instability, which are developments of results in /l-3/, are obtained. 

In the application of the method of Liapunov functions to the analysis of stability of 
solutions of differential equations not all properties of solutions are used. Hence it is of 
interest to separate only those general properties of motions or solutions of differential 
equations that are used in proving theorems , in constructing abstract axiomatic processes, 
and obtaining stability conditions for the latter. 

The problem of investigation of stability or other properties of motion reduces to the 
test of existence of Liapunov functions that satisfy the conditions of respective theorems 
and of the fulfillment of a given system of axioms which include the fundamental properties 
of solutions of the Cauchy problem of a wide class of differential equations and many other 
processes. 

The axiomatic description of processes was also considered in /4-66/ and other works. 

1. Let (cc@, T) be an interval of the real axis where a,<0 and T>O. Let us consid- 
er the set Q0 of elements 'PO. If to every specific time t in the interval (to, tJ.C (a,, 2') 
corresponds in 00 a particular element ‘PO = 90 (to, t,;t), we shall assume that the initialcurve 
v. = 'pO (to, t,; t) is specified in the interval (to, t,]. It is significant that 'pO depends not 
only on t but, also, on the interval (to,tl]. For instance, when Q0 is a set of numbers, 'PO 
assumes numerical values and the curve defined by formula cp = t2(tl- tP) depends on the selec- 
tion of the interval (to, tJ. For each pair of to,tl there exists in this case a specific 
dependence of 'p. on time t. Function cp = te which is independent of the interval (to, tll 
is also a curve in the considered here sense. 

From the multiplicity of initial curves we separate the class of curves called initial 
processes. 

Axiom of initial processes. 1.1. 
(to, t,l t @co, T) 

Any initial process determinate in the interval 
is the initial process in any interval (to', t,'l C (ta, $1. 

1.2. If two initial processes 'pO (to, t,; t) and 'p. (tl. t,, t). where a0 < to Q tlQ tg < T, 
are specified, then the composite initial process cp,(t,, t,; t), consisting at tE(t,,t,l of 
elements of the first,and at 2 ~(t,, t,] of those of the second initial process, is also an 
initial process. 

1.3. At least one initial process determinate throughout the interval (a@, T) exists. 
We shall call cpoE% the initial state and the three above axioms, respectively, 

the contraction, articulation, and existence axioms. 
Axioms 1.1 and 1.3 imply that an initial process exists in any interval (to,tlj C(t,, T], 

According to axiom 1.2 we obtain the initial process by combining initial processes of adjoin- 
ing time intervals. 

2. Let@ be a set of elements cp. If to each time interval t E [t,,tJC (0, T) and init- 
ial process ‘PO = TO (a, to; t’) determinate in the interval (a, toI t(a,,t,] and 
specific point Cp = Cp (TO (a, to; t’), to, tl; t) corresponds in I#J 

t' E (a, toI, a 

ied in the set CD. 
, a curve with aftereffect is specif- 

Thus a curve with aftereffect satisfies the initial condition, i.e. the 
axiom of initial data. 

Here the element cp E0 depends at the instant of time t on the initial process 'p. = 
'p. (a,t,; t’) specified in the interval (a,, t,lC(h, Tl and on the interval It,, tl). The initial 

process cpo = q. (a, to; t’) is also called the initial condition. 
If a curve with aftereffect begins to develop in the interval It,,t,)C(a,, T), at instant 

of time to, its determination requires the knowledge of the initial process or the initial 
condition in the interval (a *, toI. If, however, a curve with aftereffect is considered in the 
interval [to', tr) C (a,, T), where to < to', it is necessary to know the initial state curve in the 
interval (a', to’1 C (a., to’]. 
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dti afQmd!fect de~ennfnate,respectfvcal~* in tfte intervals ftor f,f and $f,, tzj axe s=& that 

t f h &A a0 < a1 d to, (PII h % t) = 9r0 bo, to; $1, t E Ita, hl, 'PO (aIt ti; t) = tp (rpo Ia*, 2,; 6% t09 G; t) 

the cOmpW.ta curve consisting at t&b1 Qf ekmentr af one precesr with aftereffect and at 

t>tl of i3JementS of anather process Isl also a procsPlsn witi after&%?ct. Such precesseswfth 

aftereffect: wfll be caJ.hacl comwsfte. 

2.3. mere exists aZ: least one process WA* aftereffect detQrmtiate throughout the in- 

terval Be, T) with knnit$al curve determ%nate fn the intervai [ael t& 

A prQGess with aftaxeffect satisfies the axioms af initial data, contraction@ articula- 

tion, and existence in the time interval. Itm T), and tie initial condit.ion in (Et t,] I Below, 

we also GWmider proces5e5 with aftereffect 'p = i+3((rpo(a, Eo; t’), to, t,; t) not only in tie inter- 

val Ito, t,) but, also, in the interval. [a, tl) and consider such pxaceeees to be a tamposite 

process with aftereffect; consisting of processes 

f f <a7 &I, 4, = % @cc, to; G% t E Itat % cp = rp 6% fct, %; 09 t,, fx:; t> 

We shall write for brevity rp = q(qO, a,&,, tl;t)@ where (a,t,l irrslicates the initial distri- 

bution intmxal, and [tp, t,) the intervkal of the prbcehiis determinatinn. We shall. C&Q use 

the term "'prC?cess" for a process with aftereffect, with cpE@ call&d the state aI the process. 

3. Ths measure g i- pfq tl of the state of a prQcess with aftereffect at instent of time 

ff f&T) is a real number which is brought in corxesp=&nze to each pair im, t) of any pro- 

cess wftb aftereffect. 
The reaf number t&t is brought in mrnspcmdence toeachcurveof initial pl3XeseeSV:of~~ 

to; 0, determinate in the interval (cc, toI is called the measure PO = fJ~I%a,t~] of initiaL 

processes + Far instant@, p. Iv; a, to1 = WCM, 1.1 P [cp, tit where p = p [q, t] is t$e mer3swrS of the? 

state or processes at any arbitrary inntant of time *E?(a,t,l. 

If faa: a given number: a>0 there exfsts anothex number 6 = d (a) $0 such that the 

&zqal.ity p<~ is satisffed far pa(6 (8) and every tffa, z,I, mrsa5ure P is caXled upper 

semiconttnnous with raspect tn measure 5s. It is assumed befm that raeasure p is uppersemi- 
continuums with respect to PD. me measures p and p+ may assu~pe both, positive and negat- 
ive nume+ichL values, while the numbers 8 and S(e) ban only be positive. 

4. Xt is assumed that there exist5 at least one process with aftereffect.% M Pe(m,~*(% 

to; O,+L,, T; t)* which satisfies the inequalities PoCo and PGO. 

The net 

of prwesms with aftezeffect wf3.f be called the set or pipe of unpert=rbed Ww@Sa@s with 
aftereffect. 

Let r be a positve number. We call the set of initial procesoea that satisfy the inequal- 

ities 0~ ~*~fr the initial pertu.rba%iQnS , and the processes issuing from that regiQn will 

be called p5rturbed pxoceslees with aftereffect- 

The unperturbed set fD Qf pmces5es with aftereffect IS cafltsd sbhle with r@sPe to 

measures p an& pa in the interval f&3* Tf, if f or antf positive numbsr s it is posS3.bl.e tQ in- 

d%cate a positive number 6 = 6 (sf such rbat for any perturbed pracess with aftereffect m - 

'p{'pO, OS, E,, T; t) which in the initial interval of time Tat tol satisfies the ineqUC&.tY PO< 

6 @) throughout the region of process determination, X;he condition F < 8, Vt E Itar.,T) is set- 
isfied. xf the stability condition is not satisfied, the set ro F5 called 1~11st~k9. 
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When T =oo the unperturbed set r. of processes is called asymptotically stable with 

respect to the two measures P and PO? if it is stable with respect to these measures and 

provided that the condition lim,,,p GO is satisfied by any perturbed processes issuing from 
the small neighborhood of Pe E(0, r). 

Note that along specific processes the functionals P and Pp are assumed to be continu- 

ous functions of time f. 

5. We introduce the functional v= v[qz,tJ which at every instant of time t 6% k,, T) 
associates to the process state tP the real number V and the functional v, = v kp;a,tJ which 
for the composite process rp = (r (rp,(a, t,; t"),& 
at instant of time i E[t,,T) the real number 

T; t') associates in the interval [a,t) c Ia,, T) 
6,. For example 

where Cp = rp fX,t) is a scalar function of sEr and to [aO, T), and t is an interval of the 
real axis. 

It is assumed that in unperturbed processes v = u[rp, tl< 0 and us - v[g,;a,t]$O when 
PO< 0, t = to, p<Oo, tE J&M T), and VIP, 11 = 0 when plv, t] =O. 

The functional v = v[cp, t] is called uniformly upper semi-continuous with respect to meas- 
ure pa in the interval (a,taJ if for sny number e>O can be found a naber 6=6(e)>O 
dependent only on E and such that the estimate a< s is satisfied for PO < 6 (4 and all 

t E (a, toI. 
The functional v= = vffo; a,t] is called upper semi-continuous with respect to measure 

p0 = PO 19; a, 4 at t = to if for any arbitrarily small number e> 0 can be found a positive 
number 6 =6(a) such that the estimate vD<e is satisfied under condition that P0<6(e), t 
= tc#. If this estimate is satisfied for all tE k,,T), the functional r, is called uniformly 
upper semi-continuous with respect to po in the interval Jt,, T). 

The limit of the ratio 

is called the derivative of functional v, along the process, where (Pt = p,((po.a. to, T; t). 
The functional v = v[(~,tJ is called positive (negative) definite with respect 

p Jp, tl if rfq: tJ > Ofv lrp, tJ< 0) when p> 0, and u Jrp, tJ = 0 
to p= 

when p = 0.8~ ito, T) and if 
for any F>O there exists another number 

6 (t) (v IV, 11 Q - 6 (e)) 
6 = s(e)> 0 such that the inequality vJq,tJ > 

is satisfied for p[rp,iJ> e and all tE it,, T). 
The functionala ’ 

where 00 > c2 > f @I 2 c, > 0 and p = con&> 0 are positive definite with respect to measure 
I 

P+P%t)dz 
0 

Indeed, the estimates 
there exists a number 

V>q%V~>CP,C>O showthatwhen P>s>O at t'EJt-'y,tJ, 
6 (e) ==ce‘>O such that a> 6 (a) and v,>S (e). On the other hand, if 

*;fhFs zae: lp" (rt 0 = 0, except the set of measure zero, and consequently v =O and v, =O. 
, the processes that satisfy the equality P -0 correspond to an unpertubed pro- 

cess. 
In what follows v = v Iw tl. urn = v [cp; a, tl, p = p [fq, 4, pa = p. [cp;a,tl and their derivativ- 

es along processes are assumed to be continuous functions of time t in the considered inter- 
val. 

Note .that the functional v = vbp,tl is to be considered as a particular case of function- 
als of the form ~a== vJtp;a,tJ with a =t, hence it is possible to assume that 

@I&& = v IqG t. tl. 
V irp, tl = 

6. We present below the theorems on stability and instability. 

Theorem 1. For ths set r. of unperturbed processes to be stable with respect to the 
two measures P and p,, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists functional V, = vhp; 

a,tl that is positive definite and upper semi-continuouswith respect to measures p and PO, 
reSpeCtiVe2Y, when tE {a, to1 and non-increasing along perturbed processes with aftereffect. 

Theorem 2. For the unperturbed set X'@ to be asymptotically stable with respect to the 
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two measures p and pQ it IS necessary and sufficient that there exists functional u, = u irp; 
a, rl upper seri&-cmauew with respct to mswalre p* for t= $z,r‘J pasitive da?finlte witi 
lxspect t3Y raasure $2‘ nern*creaing sn3.ortq plmzxbelt prttcesseo F and satisfying condition 
IimY,<O as t-+su. 

Thearem 3. For tie unperturbed Set r. of processes with aftereffect ta be unstable 
with respect to the two measures p and p. it is necessary and sufficient that there exists 
a bounded functional Va XQ ~[PlCG t! ~it.h positive definite derivative &,J& in region {tp:t;+ 

> fl),an8 kkte *we exists for any nWe?r &, > 0 prWW3s q icp,, a, to; tt issuing from region 
(+pp:v,>a) and satisfying the condition O< pa<&. 

The formulation and proof of these theorems is simiLar to that of the theorems on stabii- 

ity and jslstability of process ipzeet2 with respect to the two measures in the absence of 
aftereffeot /4,7/. IkIt the SubstanCe of processes and theorems considered here considerably 
differs from that of pracosses investigated in /4,7/. 

7. Let us consider the theorems on stability of processes with aftereffect, using the 

derivaClvtrs dai& and M?ich generalize the results af /X,3/. These theorems define the suf- 
ficient stability conditions, 

Theorem 4. If fax perturbed processes there exists functional u = vItp,t] whichinthe 

interval (&to1 is upper semi-continuuua with respect to measure po and positive definite 
with resgW?t to measure p, and whose dexivative &I& determined at an arbitrary 16~ It,, 2') 
along pextuxbed processes on set 

(9'. tr, ip% t :u I?'% t'l f tr rrp* fl* a < t, < f' < f < T) 

Fsm3xp2&tAvefor ar<f,<f'<:tgT, the unperturbed Set 32, of processes is unsteble with 

respect to measure p and PO- 

Pt Cd!, Functional B is positive definite with respect to maaeuxe p. Hence fox a given 
number S>O there exists a number @I= I&S) such that u>llo if P&S and vic(? vW.-sa,p<i 

if n < paa Functional Y , on the other hand, is upper semi-continuous with respect to measure 

p. in the interval (4, &I$+ ffence there exists for number W>0 a number &,(rc)>O such that 

G‘< ps fox f E irr, tftj, avhen t)d<9w. 

Eoreover, the upper semi-cantinu%ty of p wit%i respect tc pr, in the iriterval. $z,fFJ$ irn- 

plies i&at for a given e>o there exists a +&&f>O such that T<E for all ff t%tnl if 
po < k&3). We denote 6 = 16 (a) = min {I,(e), &(la)), Anumbex 6=8te)>ohas, thus, been found for 

e>O,Su~h that U<M mnd p<e at &Ll t E (a, lo] if PO < 6 03). by virtue of the assumed 

continuity of u with respect to f there exists some! ti.me interval @a, e), where I > lo, v< PO, 
hence P<8. 

Let us prove that P<e for any tsb f). Let us asstim tF.53 existience of a process in 

which tie funct&3nal @ is differentiable with respect to time 2 and of the instrvtt of t* 

L=T at which p>s and a>$% whiLe up to that inrtant a<p a& dajdf>o at t-t in tie 

small neighborhood f%%- At), u>O. The derivative d&t at the instivlt of time tr;rT depends 

on the state of the pri%?css at t< r Ln the set 

AccortPfng to the condition of the theorem the condition &I&<0 is satisfi& everywhere 

in the set of such states. FIence a<kk and P<S atany rate if Ps<h@) at f==fO. The 

stab%U.ty of set PO of processes with aftereffect with respect to measures P and PO ls prov- 

ed. 
Wha proving this theorem it was assumed that T can be finite as well as inESnito.Below, 

in the invkustigation of asymptotic stability we set T 1~00. Note that parameter cb may depend 

on t,, ire. a = a (t& but a (to) < td’ Duration of the interval of the aftereffW% [~&I). GJ 
of processes consideredt in the intervzif, ft,,mf depends on the initial instant to. The prev- 

ious& proved theorems end the theorem considered below are also valfd on these WsuWt~~s~ 

&et us assume that the; derivaG,ve 6!&$& along proCesseS nfth af%ereffttct kilt detemed 

on a set of states m of a process in SWae segment f& tl. In analyzing its asymptM3.c stabil- 

ity we shall, assume parameter fi to he B. function QE ttie, i.e. B * P W and lin@ (t) =p 00 
when t -c wa, fi (t,,) <p (t) < t. The case af fi (t) = t coxxesponds to the absence of argumentlagti 

The derivative abldt 1~ thus, at instant t a functional determined in the set of States Cp on 

segment @I($), fl WhOSi3 right- and left-hand ends indefinitely recede to the right from the 

coordinate origin. 

Thearem 5. If *are exists &r perturb& pmmsses f9 :O<p,<r) fun.CtionalY =vtP), tl 

upper s&-continuous with respect tQ p0 in intervet (a(t&t,] uniXormly upper semi-conttiu- 

ous and positve definite with respect to measure p fC?x t> t, Whcxiv3 d@rivative dZ?tvJdt calcul- 
ated for a.n arbitrary itE[t,.oo) al.ong perturbed processes on the set {cp? t) t which satisfy 
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the inequality 

u [cp', fl < f b [cp, fl), t’ E #J (4, tl, t > &I, (v > 0, f (4 > 4 (7.1) 

is negative definite with respect to measure P for t>to, then the set lYo of unperturbed 
processes with aftereffect is asymptotically stable with respect to measures p and PO. 

Proof. If the theorem conditions are satisfied, then the conditions of the preceding 
theorem are satisfied. Hence the set To of perturbed processes with aftereffect is stable 
with respect to the two measures p and PO. i.e. there exists for a given number e>O a number 
b-O(~)>0 such that p<s for any t >, fo, if PO < 6 (s) at t = io. It remains to prove the 

asymptotic stability of set TO. 
Let E > 0. We determine the number 6=6@) such that P<s for any r>& if Po<6(e) 

at t=b. We shall consider only such processes for which Po<~(s) at t= to and, consequent- 

ly, p<s for any t> b. There exists then a number pi ==p&)such that 

tars, *<PQ (7.2) 

The functional u= vtcp, rl is positive definite with respect to measure P, i.e. there 

exists for any number qE(0.e) anumber k+==~@)>O such that V>pT when P>,rl. This 

implies that when o<pr, then P<V 
Let us ascertain that when we have a<)(0 at t= to the functional v attains the value 

o<pr in the time interval I&T]. To prove this we shail show that there exists a finite 
time interval If0,TJ in which the functional decreases by not less than the remainder p&A - 
pr(n)$ no matter how Small pT(q)> 0. 

Let us assume that p&q and, consequently, v>pr(q) at any tm lb,+, and show that this 
assumption is violated in the finite interval [to,?']. 

If u>Pr(ro>O, then there exists a positive number o=o]pT(~)l= o(q) such that f(n)- 
n > a bl) > 0. 

The derivative drldr in the set of states vlcp', I’]< f btcp, fl), 1’ EIp (0, tl, b< t is a negative 
definite functional, i.e. there exists for a given number q>O another number 60= 60(q) > 0 
such that under condition P>,q 

dvidt < - 60 (7.3) 

Let at the instants of time I and for fi=B(~) the functional ulq, f] be, respectively, 
equal v and Q. Condition (7.1) postulates the fulfillment of inequality uPif( Since 
VP and l't are not know a priori and depend on the selection of functional 0 and of process- 

es 0, and are independent of the selection of function f(v) , it may happen that at the in- 
itial and some other instants within the interval (B(t), 11 , ag>f (~1) and r > f(ut) . This means 
that at the instant of time 2 processes may come from the set of states that are outside the 
limits of the set (9'. f', 'p, 2: v < f (vi), B (t) < t'\i t). i.e. from the set of states v>j(~),b(t)< t'< t. 
The dependence of dvtdc at instant of time t only on the process states that satisfy condit- 
ion (7.1) is not guaranteed. 

Because of this we shall consider only processes for which the functional u= r[cp,11 de- 
creases by less than cr=f(vt) - vt. When v decreases from ri,<kk to vt<pt within a finite 
time interval, the remainder (PO-pt) proves to be greater than the remainder U(Q)-+). When 
the variable v decreases by more than the remainder j(a;)-vvt= a, the estimate (7.2) is inap- 
plicable. Because of this we divide the interval Ipr,~l by o=Q(~) and introduce the integer 
iz' defined by the condition 

N - 3 d (PO- ~r)irr< N (7.4) 

We shall show that there exist instants of time tj = t; (11, 6. IO), i = 0, 1, . ., A’ such that 

~(cP, l]<P,+(N -j,o (7.5) 

for t>tj,i=O,l,..., N, and condition r[cp, t] <&is consequently satisfied for t>, T= tn. 
when j=O inequality (7.5) is satisfied. Indeed, (7.4) implies that Pr/aN>p+ Hence, 

when 1.1~; cl> pr CaN at 2 - 0, then vI~,IIZP~ at t>zo , which contradicts inequality (7.2), 
and inequality (7.5) is satisfied when j= 0. 

Let us assume that inequality (7.5) with subscripts j= k is satisfied at t,tv and 
prove that it is also satisfied at all j= k-i- 1. 

It follows from the assumptions that 6 (10)40(t), O(t)< t, limp(t) = a, as t-m that for any 
given number lh.>lo and instant of time I~*>,I~ such that O(t) >fk for r&h* can be found. 
If t'>tt. then it follows from (7.5) that ~~l~p',~']< PT+a (N -kk). We have to ascertain that the 
inequality ~[$,t']< PT--a(N- k- 1). is satisfied within a finite time interval. Let us assume 
that at the instant of time t>tk* the inequality VlV, tk*l>p'T +a (fi -k -1) is also satisfied. 
Then O (f) > II; and the process with aftereffect that effects the derivative dvldr lies inside 
the polygon 
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pT + a (‘V - k -1) < c [rp’, r’] .C & + a(X - kl. p (1) K-: I’ 5. t (7.6) 

Consequently, dvldtg --60(q). Assuming the worst case (~)tll.=Prfa(~v--) and integrating 

du/dt d - 60 bl) from l= Lg. along the process with aftereffect, we obtain 

v [e, 11 < BT + II (:V - k) - (1 - lk’) 60(q) 

In the time interval 44 = (I (q)&(l) the functional t,[cp,t] decreases not less than by a!Yv 
i.e. (I- lk*) 60 bl) > 0 (11) at t = tk+lr where tk+x = lk* + 0 (?) 115~ (qj. 

Thus the inequality 
01% YdCr +a(.V-k-l) 

is satisfied for t> tk+l. 
Its vidation at sme t >, tk+l contradicts the negative definiteness of the derivative 

dtJdt in region (7.6). Thus, beginning from scme instant of time t== tk+l, inequality (7.5) 
with subscript j= k+f is satisfied. Applying the methodof complete induction, we findthat 
inequality (7.5) is satisfied for any j, including i= N. Setting in (7.5) i = N we obtain 

t>tN = 7. 1'1% tl < llr 

Hence the assumption that a>pr is satisfied at any t&t0 is violated at finite T=f.v. 
When t>tN= T, F < pT is satisfied and, COnSeqUently P < ?. 

~US within a finite time interval P remains smaller than any arbitrarily small positive 
number ?I i.e. fimp<O as t-0. Q.E.D. 
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